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Industry Context



Context [1] – the geographical context

Nigeria:
Land mass: 923,768 square kilometres

Population: ~ 200 million people
Rich & varied energy resources:

10th largest oil and natural gas reserves in the world

Bisected by 2 major rivers, Niger and Benue, which converge in  
Lokoja, central Nigeria – these rivers, together with numerous  
smaller rivers, provide significant hydro-generation potential

Significant coal deposits, with proven large reserves majorly  
around Kogi, Benue and Enugu States, all around the  
geographical centre of Nigeria (1st mined in Enugu in 1915,  
production peaked at ~ 1 million metric tons in 1958/59)

Largely tropical climate (but with rainforest along the southern  
coast and arid plains in the northern parts) – abundant  
sunlight provides a potential for solar generation

Extensive coastlines in the south and plains in the North also  
suggest potential for wind generation

However, the Nigerian Electricity Supply Industry (NESI) has persistently failed to meet the demands of customers, underperforming even “poorer” African  
countries.
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Gas Hydro

 Egbin – 1,320 MW

 Afam VI – V – 776 MW
 Afam V – 624 MW
 Omoku – 0MW
 Trans – Amadi – 136 MW
 Eleme – 180 MW

 Alaoji – 504 MW

 Ihovbor – 505 MW
 Azura Power – 450 MW

 Ugheli – 9000 MW
 Okpai – 480 MW
 Sapele – 1020 MW
 Ogorode – 504 MW

Gbarain – 126 MW

 Geregu – 414 MW
 Geregu NIPP – 504 MW

 Ibom Power – 191 MW

 Jebba – 540 MW

 Kainji – 800 MW
 Shiroro -600 MW

 Omotosho I – 336MW
 Omotosho NIPP – 518 MW

 Olorunsogo I – 336 MW
 Olorunsogo NIPP – 756 MW

 Egbema – 0 MW

 Calabar – 631 MW

Sources: NERC, NESISTATS, Fitch Solutions Report: Nigeria Power Sector Q2’20, 
NDPHC internal data – capacity at site ambient conditions

• 26 grid connected plants
• 1 hydro plant (Zungeru – 750 

MW) in development
• ~13,000 MW installed 

capacity
• 4,000 – 4.500 average 

generation

• 1 transmission company
• Average wheeling capacity 

~~6,000 MW

• 11 distribution companies
• Aggregate distribution 

capacity ~5,000 MW

Context [2] – sector overview



Average energy per capita (kWh per person per year)

Source: CIA World Factbook (via Index Mundi) 
(1 Jan. 2020) 
https://www.indexmundi.com/g/r.aspx?v=81000

Context [3] – low consumption

 The World Bank record’s the GDP
(2020) for each of Nigeria, Egypt
and South Africa at US$600bn,
350bn & 450bn respectively

 Nigeria’s Rural Electrification 
Agency  (partnering with the World 
Bank and the Rocky  Mountain 
Institute) estimates that due to 
supply  shortfalls from the grid, 
Nigerians spend up to  US$14 bn 
annually on inefficient, off-grid 
power  generation (US$3bn 
estimated for on-grid costs)
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Source: www.tcnorg.com

OPERATIONAL REPORT OF 13/04/2021

Peak Generation on 12/04/2021 4,587.40MW

Lowest Generation on 12/04/2021 2,933.80MW

Energy Generated on 12/04/2021 95,824.78MWHr

Energy Sent Out on 12/04/2021 94,294.80MWHr

Generation at 06:00Hrs on 13/04/2021 51.21Hz

Highest System Frequency on 12/04/2021 49.11Hz

Highest Voltage Recorded on 12/04/2021 352kV

Lowest Voltage Recorded on 12/04/2021 300kV

National Peak Demand Forecast: 28,850.00MW

Grid Generation Installed Capacity: 13,014.14MW

Generation Capacity: 7,652.6MW

Transmission Wheeling Capacity: 8,100MW

All Time Peak Generation Ever Attained: 5,801.60MW

Maximum Daily Energy Ever Attained: 119,471.15MWH

Constrained Power:  Power that is 
potentially  available but is not  
generated due to any of the 
following factors:

1. Gas

2. Transmission

3. Distribution/Load

Context [4] – constrained generation capacity



Source: Heinrich Böll Stiftung Nigeria & Nigeria Economic Summit Group, Comparison of Costs of Electricity Generation in Nigeria, Abuja, June 2017

The Cost Of Off-Grid Electricity Generation, based on LCOE

The problem is not ability to pay – the evidence is that off grid self generation costs more than supply from the grid

There so much on-
grid generation, less 
expensive for 
customers, yet not 
being delivered!
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Context [5] – cost of alternative supply



Legal & Regulatory Framework



Legal & Regulatory Framework [1] – history

Public Works Development (PWD) of the colonial  
government begins supply of power to cutomers in Lagos  
(1898), Enugu (1923), Port Harcourt (1929), Kaduna (1930),  
Zaria (1938), Calabar & Warri (1939). Native Authorities  also 
supplied electricity in 4 towns: Ibadan, Abeokuta, Kano  and
Katsina.

1898

1920’s

Private generation emerged in the 1920s –
1. African Timber and Plywood Company (ATP),

using wood waste (for self consumption and
supply to Sapele township and its environs)

2.Nigeria Electricity Supply Company (NESCO) 
established its first hydro plant in 1929, supplying 

power to the tin industry and mining sites – by  
1939, NESCO generated more power than the rest

of Nigeria combined October 1929, the Electricity Ordinance was passed – it  
provided for generation, supply and use of electricity, and  
regulation and control of electrical installations. Vested FG  
with power to establish agencies for power generation and  
supply, but preserved the rights of regional governments  
(Native Authorities)

1929

1.Electricity Corporation of Nigeria (ECN) was
established (under the ECN Ordinance of 1950) to
generate, distribute and sell electricity throughout

Nigeria
2. Took over 13 PWD generation & distribution 

systems and the 4 Native Authority systems

1950

1951

1952

Ijora A power station (30MW,  
coal) was commissioned

ECN had assumed control of all generation outside
Sapele and Jos (AT&P & NESCO) 

Apart from these plants, private generation was 
prohibited in any area in which ECN could supply

power



Legal & Regulatory Framework [1] – history (cont’d)

Petroleum in proven commercial quantities was  
discovered in Eastern Nigeria

1956 - 1958

1959 - 1970

Natural gas plants were established in the Niger
Delta –

Afam I (1959)
Ughelli – Delta I (1966) 

Sapele - 1978 – 1981

1. ECN installed Nigeria’s first high-voltage transmission  
line, a 132 KV line that linked Ijora Power Station to  
Ibadan Power Station

2. FGN established the Niger Dams Authority (NDA)  
under the NDA Act to develop Nigeria’s hydro-
generation potential – NDA Act provided that NDAwill  
sell bulk power generated from hydro sources to ECN

1962

Kainji hydro-electric station (960 MW) was
commissioned on schedule 

ca 1968 - 330 KV transmission line to wheel power 
between Kainji and Nigeria’s largest load centre in  

Lagos (marking beginning of the national grid)

1968 - 1969

1972

1981

National Electric Power Authority (NEPA) was  
established under the NEPA Act which dissolved ECN  
and NDA and vested all assets rights, obligations and  
liabilities previously vested in them in NEPANational Rural Electrification Programme was 

inaugurated to connect all the local government 
headquarters and important towns in the country

to the national grid



Legal & Regulatory Framework [1] – history (cont’d)

Early 2000’s

2001

2004 - 2006

2005

2005

2006

Initial reform attempts
• Customs, Excise Tariff etc. Consolidation (Amendment) Act  

of 1997 and Finance (Miscellaneous Taxation Provisions) Act  
of 1998 introduce duty exemptions and tax holidays for  
companies involved in gas-fired generation

• In 1998, the NEPA Act and the Electricity Act were amended  
to introduce competition in power generation, supply and  
distribution, which were formerly reserved for NEPA as a  
monopoly

• Introduction of IPPs and EPPs – early 2000s

FGN issued the National Electric Power Policy 
(NEPP), setting the policy framework for extensive

reform and liberalisation

Government begins to implement the National Integrated  
Power Projects (NIPP)

•March: FGN passes the Electric Power Sector  
Reform (EPSR) Act, giving legal backing to the 

key policy proposals in the NESI

• April – May: Power Holding Company of Nigeria
is incorporated at the CAC

• July: National Council on Privatisation (NCP) 
issues Transfer Order to transfer “Employees,  
Assets, Liabilities and other Obligations and 

Rights” (Undertakings) of NEPA to PHCN
• August – Niger Delta Power Holding Company Limited  

(NDPHC) incorporated to hold the NIPP

• October: Nigerian Electricity Regulatory Commission (NERC) is  
set up

• November – 18 successor companies (SCs) to PHCN are  
incorporatedFebruary/March - NCP issues Transfer Order  

directing PHCN to transfer its Undertakings to
newly incorporated SCs

June – PHCN issues the transfer instruments



Legal & Regulatory Framework [1] – history (cont’d)

Original Multi-Year Tariff Order (MYTO) issued
2008

2010

FGN

• establishes Presidential Action Committee on  
Power, & Presidential Task Force on Power

• launches “Roadmap for Power Sector Reform” 
and announces plans for imminent

privatisation of SCs

• gazettes the Market Rules FGN privatises SCs

• TCN enters into a Management Agreement with  
Manitoba Hydro

• Government starts privatisation of NIPP

• MYTO 2 released

2011 - 2012

FGN hands over SCs, completing privatisation 2013

2014 - 2015

2017

• FGN announces preferred bidders for NIPP plants

• MYTO 2.1 released (Dec. ‘04), amended in Mar. 15 to  
reduce tariffs by ca 25%

• NERC announces commencement of the Transitional  
Electricity Market (TEM)

• New NERC Commissioners sworn in

• FGN approves Power Sector Recovery Program



Legal & Regulatory Framework [2] – governance instruments

National  
Electric Power  

Policy  
(“NEPP”)

• Issued in 2001, remains FGN’s most definitive sector policy pronouncement to date
• Outlined FGN’s plan to unbundle the NESI & create an efficient and competitive market  

within a clear regulatory framework

• Paragraph 4.3.4, making provisions on “Ownership and Cross-Ownership Issues,” provides  
that:

• generation/distribution will not own shares in the transmission company
• generation companies (“Gencos”) will not own shares in distribution companies  

(“Discos”) and vice-versa

• NERC will monitor the exercise of market power in the sector with a view to preventing  
mergers and cross-mergers that would restrict competition, particularly: (a) amongst  
Gencos, (b) amongst Discos, and (c) between Gencos andDiscos

• Ownership structure of off-grid and mini-grid electricity suppliers will be as flexible as  
possible and allow for public, private, co-operative and mixed ownership arrangements



Legal & Regulatory Framework [2] – governance instruments (cont’d)

• Enacted in March 2005

• Gave legal backing to reforms proposed in the NEPP
• Provides for the following –

- Part I: formation of companies to take over the functions, assets, liabilities, and staff of  
NEPA

- Part II: development of a competitive electricity market;

- Part III: establishment, functions and powers of NERC;

- Part IV: licences and tariffs

- Part V: acquisition of land and access rights

- Part VI: consumer protection and licensee performance standards

- Part VII: competition and market power

- Part VIII: Power Consumer Assistance Fund

- Part IX: Rural Electrification Fund

- Parts X: offences

- Parts XI – XIII: general, consequential/transitional provisions, Interpretation

Electric Power

Sector Reform

(“EPSR”) Act



Legal & Regulatory Framework [2] – governance instruments (cont’d)

Key

Regulatory  
Instruments

• Various provisions of the EPSR Act provide for the issuance of regulations on matters relating to  
industry governance, including –

• s. 18(1): the National Council on Privatisation (“NCP) may make regulations governing the  
transfer of the undertakings of NEPA, etc;

• s. 45(2): NERC may issue regulations for the discharge of its functions and for the conduct of its  
proceedings, etc.

• s. 96(1): NERC may, make regulations prescribing all matters which by the Act are required or
permitted to be prescribed or which in NERC’s opinion are necessary or convenient in order to
give effect to the Act.

• Based on these provisions, various regulations and orders have been issued and approved, including  
the –

• Electric Power Sector (Transfer of Employees, Assets, Liabilities and other Obligations and  
Rights) Order, issued in 2005 by the NCP for the transfer of NEPA’s undertakings to PHCN

• Sundry regulations issued by NERC (discussed later)

• Market Rules (for the Transitional and Medium Term Market)

• Grid Code (and Guidelines for the NESI Wholesale Competitive Market)



Legal & Regulatory Framework [2] – governance instruments (cont’d)

Technical  
codes and  

standards –
NERC or  
NEMSA

Despite initial concerns about in some quarters as to why it was needed, 
NEMSA has come to stay!

• The EPSR Act empowers NERC to –
• establish or approve appropriate operating codes and safety, security, reliability and quality  

standards

• develop performance standard, manuals and codes as NERC may require (including for the  
safe, reliable, and efficient operation of the system)

• monitor and enforce compliance with license obligations

• However, in May 2015, the FGN enacted the Nigerian Electricity Management Services Authority  
(“NEMSA”) Act. That Act –

• established NEMSA
• vested it with certain wide ranging powers, including to monitor and enforce “all statutory  

technical electrical standards and regulations” in the NESI

• criminalized failure to comply with NEMSA’s enforcement orders

• empowered the Minister of Power to make regulations under the Act.



Legal & Regulatory Framework [3] – current state and key players

• Ssuccessor Gencos, Discos and TCN
• 10 NIPP Power Plants
• Entry of new generation (and IEDNs/IETNs)
• NERC and the regulatory regime – licensing & tariff regulation

Unbundling  
& creation of  

the NESI  
Market

• Government to focus on providing overall (policy) direction for the development of NESI and  
enacting laws and other measures required to support sector policy

• Key investments will be private sector led – but FGN projects, “Government to business  
MoUs,” State Government initiatives, etc.

• NERC as an independent regulator

The direction

• Gencos and Discos privatised/concessioned, private sector management of transmission
• NIPP plants being privatised (will the process be completed?)
• New private sector entrants – IPPs, IEDNs
• But FGN hydro projects – Zungeru (announced for privatisation), Mambilla (yet to be built), 

NNPC plants?

Increasing  
private sector  
participation



Regulated by NERC

Historically NEPA’s exclusive purview

Primary sources:
 Natural Gas
 Diesel, HFO, etc
 Hydro
 Solar

Processing & 
transportation:
 Pipelines
 Liquefaction, 

compression & 
re-gasification
 Shipping & 

trucking

Power Stations Transmission Trading Distribution

 IOCs and other 
E&P 
companies
 FGN  (as 

grantor of 
concessions)

 NGC
 IOC s
 Axxela/SNG/ 

Falcongaz, etc
 NLNG
 Transporters

 Gencos
 NIPP
 IPPs

 TCN 
(operating as 
TSP, and as 
MO and SO)

 NBET

 11 Discos 
(including 
IBEDC)
 IEDNs

Customers

State of the Industry: The power sector value chain

Legal & Regulatory Framework [3] – current state and key players (cont’d)



Policy & Regulatory Responses to Market Conditions



Policy & Regulatory Responses to Market Conditions [1]

Reduced appetite for new power procurement on the grid

• In 2014, NERC issued the Regulation for the Procurement of Generation Capacity, 2014 (“Bulk Procurement
Regulations”) requires NBET and Discos to procure power by way only of a competitive public procurement

• Originally suspended, the Regulations were revived from 1 July 2016 – NBET will only procure power on the basis
of a requirement for additional generation capacity indicated by the System Operator in its Annual Reports (except
for “good cause”, or projects that were licensed and or PPAs signed before the Regulations were issued)

• Even then, for ongoing PPA negotiations, NBET is offering significantly reduced tariffs – US$0.075/kWhs for new
projects (gas or solar) vs US$0.105 grantedAzura

1.

Beyond pricing offered by NBET, NERC has shown a reluctance to licence new projects and has indicated that  
unsolicited applications submitted after 1 July 2016 will not beconsidered

2.
Alternative power procurement/ supply options [1] embedded power

• The original initiative, the Embedded Generation Regulations 2012, does not appear to have met with much success  
for several reasons, including –

• bankability – Discos did not offer payment security/credit support but sought penalties for failure to deliver



Policy & Regulatory Responses to Market Conditions [2]

• pricing – Discos often expect quoted prices from generators within MYTO parameters while generators consider  
MYTO to be non-cost reflective (especially with the typical fuel sources for embedded generation)

• connection and evacuation – the Regulations provide that generation in excess of 20MW should be centrally  
dispatched (over the grid); but it appears that the issue is technical – NERC does not want more than 20MW evacuated  
over a single 33kV line

• The Lagos State Government (LaSG) plans to support bankability of embedded generation projects within its territory  
by providing bank guarantees to support Power Purchase Agreements (PPAs) issued by Eko and Ikeja Discos as part  
of the Light up Lagos Project – LaSG plans to support procurement of up to 3,000 MW of power

Does LaSG have the balance sheet to support Light-up-Lagos? How does it avoid repeating the AES BargeExperience?

3.
Alternative power procurement/ supply options [2] customer eligibility

• NERC passed the Eligible Customer Regulations in 2017, further to the Minister of Power Works & Housing’s  
policy announcement of 4 categories of customers that are eligible to purchase power from generation  
companies in the NESI

• Eligibility requires 1 or more customers that are registered with NERC and satisfy a number of criteria,  
including usage – aggregate of more than 2 MW/h over 1 month and high voltage connection (11kV or 33 kV for  
a Disco connection & 132 kV or 330 kV for a TCN connection)

• But the regulations introduce a number of seemingly unnecessary and “difficult” requirements –



Policy & Regulatory Responses to Market Conditions [3]

4.
The challenges with the national grid has led to increased focus on non-grid connected  
solutions, e.g. –

• state government focused IEDN solutions

• single customer, stand-alone commercial and industrial customers

• mini-grids and solar home solutions

The Rural Electrification Agency is in particular leading the charge for the development of mini-
grids and off-grid systems, including in urban areas under the following programmes–

• energising education

• energising economies

• mini-grids

• Solar home systems

Note: Systems that generate less than 1 MW do not require NERClicensing

• agreements with Market Operator & other agreements as prescribed by NERC
• letter of credit or bank guarantee in favour of the Market Operator to cover certain charges

The key take away from the Regulations is a framework that permits customers to purchase power from a  
supplier of their choice at a price that may be unregulated

Alternative power procurement/ supply options [3] off-grid standalone and mini-grid solutions



Policy & Regulatory Responses to Market Conditions [4]

Meter Asset Provider Regulations 2018

As at 31 December 2017, the metering gap for all Discos was reported at 4.7 million (Out of 7.4 million)

NERC is determined to end the
practice of estimated billing and to 
ensure that 100% of customers are

properly billed

Only 46% of customers (3.4 mn of 7.4
mn)  are currently metered, and the 

Discos have not been able to achieve
the metering plans stipulated in their

PerformanceAgreements

NERC issued the regulations to encourage
development of independent and  
competitive meter services in NESI and  
also close the metering gap through  
accelerated meter roll out in the NESI.

The regulations provide the  
framework for metering of consumers  
by a third party providers, meter asset  
providers (“MAPs”) contracted by  
Discos and issued a permit by NERC.

5.



 The PSRP is a series of policy actions, operational and financial interventions to be  
implemented by the FGN to attain financial viability of the power sector, and reset the NESI.

 Key objectives of the Program include –
• to improve power supply reliability to meet growing demand
• to strengthen the sector’s institutional framework and increase transparency
• to implement clear policies that promote and encourage investor confidence in the  

sector
• to establish a contract-based electricity market

 To achieve its objectives, the Program’s activities (which have been approved by the Nigerian  
Federal Executive Council) shall comprise –

• dimensioning accumulated deficit (2015 and 2016 ) and future deficit (2017 to 2021);
• developing mechanisms for settlement of accumulated debt;
• developing interventions to minimise subsidy going forward;
• restoring sector financial viability;
• ensuring Disco loss reduction;
• identifying funding sources;
• addressing infrastructure gaps;
• addressing gas pipeline vandalism;
• enabling electricity market business continuity; and
• developing a communications strategy for stakeholder.

The Power Sector Recovery Program (PSRP)

Policy & Regulatory Responses to Market Conditions [5]

6.



PSRP (cont’d)

The components of the work plan for the Program are –

Financial analysis:
which shall comprise: (a) review and analysis of the accumulated deficit with attribution across the value chain and  
according to different factors, (b) development of sector financial simulation model which will focus on cash/debt flow  
analysis, and (c) financial analysis of Discos and Gencos based on audited financial accounts, management accounts and  
NERC key performance indicators submissions

Regulatory strengthening and public communication.
This will comprise (a) tariff methodology review and tariff/subsidy scenario analysis. (b) requirements for PPA andVesting  
Contracts activation, (c) interim management and arrangements for private companies reverting to public ownership, and
(d) development of communication strategy for implementation of the Program.

Financing of the Program.
This will entail (a) review of the linkage of macroeconomic policy framework, (b) fiscal space analysis for funding the  
implementation of the Program, and (c) conditions precedent to approval and disbursement of a potential energy  
development policy operation funded by World Bank and other International Financial Institutions.

Policy & Regulatory Responses to Market Conditions [6]



Policy & Regulatory Responses to Market Conditions [7]

Service Reflective Tariffs

• NERC recently issued a new Multi-Year Tariff Order for each 
Disco, under which the Discos’ customers are required to pay a 
tariff based upon how long they receive power daily.

• Customers (for each Disco) are divided into five bands (A – E) so that 
payments can reflect the quality of services offered, based on a 
minimum average hours of supply and other metrics.

• Customers that receive an average of less than 12-hours of supply per 
day over one month are not subject to the tariff reviews until January 
2021. 

• The lifeline tariff of N4 /kWh shall be maintained for customers 
consuming less than 50kWHrs of energy per month as a safeguard 
for the less privileged members of society.

20+ 
hrs

12+ 
hrs

16+ 
hrs

8+ 
hrs

7.

4+Are the Discos gaming this system?



Licensing Regime & Licensing Issues



Nigerian Electricity 
Regulatory 

Commission 
(NERC)

Independence

Consultation

ConsistencyFlexibility

Communication

Transparency

Openness 
of the 
process

Consistent behaviour 
across market 
participants & over 
time

Participation of 
stakeholders in 
the regulatory 
process

Freedom from 
undue political & 
market influence

Using appropriate 
instruments in 
response to changing 
situations

Information to 
stakeholders on a 
timely & 
accessible basis

Licensing Regime & Licensing Issues [1] – the core regulatory principles



Applicant decides that a
licence is required

Download or obtain
Application Form
(AF) from NERC

Submit completed
AF with payment of

Application Fee

NERC Reviews
application for
completeness

Is application
complete?

NERC acknowledges
that application as

duly made/authorises
publication

Applicant fails to
provide required

information

Applicant provides
required

information

NoNERC notifies of
deficiencies in the

application

Yes

Applicant publishes
notice/submits

publication

NERC reviews
application &

responses to notice in
detail

Is application
in order?

No

Applicant fails to supply
information/ withdraws

application

NERC requires
further

information

Applicant provides
additional

information

Yes

NERC decides
whether to grant
or refuse licence

NERC notifies
applicant of refusal

(applicant may appeal)

NERC notifies applicant
of grant/issues licence
after payment of fees

   

Licensing Regime & Licensing Issues [2] – NERC’s licensing process



Licensing Regime & Licensing Issues [3] – key issues

Key Issues

S/N Key issue Key questions

1. On-grid generation • Has the project been competitively procured, based on studies by the system operator? 
• Has the power procurement regulations been complied with?
• Actually, do we want additional power on the grid? 

2. Off-grid generation • What is the project offtake? 
• How will the power be connected to/delivered to the offtaker?
• How does this impact the incumbent Disco in the area?
• Will a CTC be paid?

3. Distribution • Does the Disco have a monopoly?
• How does this impact the business of the incumbent Disco?

4. Transmission • How will NERC treat applications for independent transmission?
• How will TCN react to these?

5. Trading?

Publication and obkections

NERC requires, as part of the licensing process, that the applicant publish the fact of the application in 2 newspapers, one circulating 
nationally, one in the area in which the applicant proposes to operate



“Unless expressly indicated in the licence, the grant of a licence shall not 
hinder or restrict the grant of a licence to another person for a like purpose 

and, in the absence of such an express indication, the licensee shall not claim 
any exclusivity, provided that the Commission may allow a licensed activity 

to be exclusive for all or part of the period of the licence, for a specific 
purpose, for a geographical area, or for some combination of the foregoing”

EPSR Act, s. 71(6)

Licensing Regime & Licensing Issues [4] – is there any monopoly?



Key Transaction Issues and Documents



Key IPP Development Issues [1] the key risks
These risks span the entire NESI market spectrum – IPP specific risks are outlined overleaf

Source: https://www.engerati.com/

Gas Supply

IPP

Single Buyer

Transco

Disco

Gas Pipeline Risk 
Gas transportation  
Gas quality/pressure  
Gas availability
Line pack
Gas Supply Risks 
Gas E&P
Gas  
gathering/processing  
Gas availability
Line pack

Generation risk 
Construction  
Operation &  
Maintenance  
Technology  
Financing/interest  
Rate
Labour availability  
and disputes  
Equipment and spare  
parts
Non-payment of gas  
transportation failures  
Single Buyer Payment  
Risk

Take-or-pay obligation at
Receipt (Gas  

Supplier)/Delivery (Gas  
Transporter) point of

pipeline

Payment & Credit 
Risk
Non-payment by  
DISCOs
Non-performance by  
GENCO

Transmission Risk 
Operation and  
maintenance of the  
transmission line
Non-payment by DISCOs  
of transmission charges

Distribution Risk: 
O&M of DISCO  
Network  
Collection risk
Technical, commercial  
and non technical  
losses
Non-payment of  
TRANSCO for  
transmission failures

Tariff/Regulatory risk  
Government tariff subsidy  
payment risk



Key IPP Development Issues [2] the key risks (cont’d)

Key issue is to allocate each risk to the party that is best able to handle it, given its authority, expertise & financial capabilities

01

04

02 06

03 05

/ . 0 1 . P O L I T I C A L

• Expropriation
• Changes in law or regulation
• Adverse Government action or inaction
• Access to essential utilities (fuel,roads,  

water etc.)
• Increase in taxes

/ . 0 2 . M A R K E T & R E V E N U E

• Insufficient tariff income
• Payment/collection risk
• Dispatch (Priority of dispatch is essential for  

RE)
• Intermittent generation for wind &Solar  

(partly)

/ . 0 3 . F I N A N C I N G

• Availability of debt financing
• Interest rate risk
• Foreign Exchange convertibility
• Repatriation

/ . 0 6 . C O N S T R U C T I O N

• Increase in construction cost
• Labour availability and disputes
• Accidents or sabotage
• Contractor default
• Equipment availability and import risk
• Force majeure

/ . 0 5 . O P E R A T I O N S

• Project company defaults
• Fuel price flunctuations
• Fuel delivery
• spare parts
• Technology risk
• Environmental risk

/ . 0 4 . L E G A L

• Property tile/ownership
• Security structure
• Insolvency of project company/Government  

Agency
• Breach of Contract



Overview of Key IPP Agreements [1]

Agreement Counterparties Purpose

Project Agreements

Power Purchase Agreement Project Company & Offtaker Outlines the terms and conditions of the purchase by Offtaker of capacity  
made available and energy produced by the Project Company

Gas Sales Agreement Project Company & Gas Seller Provides for the terms and conditions of purchase and receipt of Natural  
Gas from gas seller

Gas Transportation Agreement Project Company & Gas  
Transporter (often NGPTC)

Provides for the terms and conditions of reservation of gas pipeline capacity  
and delivery of natural gas to the power plant

Grid Connection Agreement Project Company & TCN Provides for the terms and conditions upon which the project Company can  
connect the power plant to TCN’s transmission network

Ancillary Services Agreement Project Company & TCN Specifies the Systems Operator’s requirement of ancillary services to be  
provided by the project Company in accordance with the grid code

Transmission Line and Substation  
Extension Agreement

Project Company & TCN Specifies the terms & conditions for the design, financing, construction,  
testing, commissioning and transfer to TCN, of certain (extensive)  
transmission works required to connect the power plant to the TCN grid

Engineering, Procurement &  
Construction (EPC) Contract

Project Company &  
Contractor(s)

EPC of the power plant



Overview of Key IPP Agreements [2]

Agreement Counterparties Purpose

Project Agreements (cont’d)

Long Term Service Agreement Project Company & OEM Outlines the terms and conditions for the provision of spares and certain  
services regarding the power plant

Operations & Maintenance (O&M)  
Agreement

Project Company & Contractor Specifies the terms & conditions for provision of O&M services to the  
Project Company after construction

Put Call Option Agreement Project Company, NBET  
(offtaker) and FGN

Sets out the terms and conditions upon which, upon early termination of  
the PPA, any of the following may happen (a) the FGN can call for  purchase 
of the power plant from the Project Company, (b) FGN can call for  purchase 
of the shares of the Project Company from its shareholders, (c) the  Project 
Company can sell the plant to the FGN, or (d) the shareholders can  sell the 
shares of the Project Company to the FGN

Other key agreements include financing agreements (equity & debt) and various direct agreements (providing for the rights of lenders to  
step in to the key agreements)



Drafting and negotiating PPAs [1] the key provisions

Content Provisions Key matters

Sale & Purchase of  
Available Capacity
& Net Electrical Output  
(NEO)

Obligation of Seller to make  
capacity ad energy available, and  
of purchaser to purchase same

• Purchase/payment for Test Power
• Purchase/payment for net generating capacity and NEO of successfully tested  

units before Commercial Operations Date (COD)
• Firm, binding obligation to supply, and to Take or Pay after COD
• Ancillary Services and reduction in capacity or NEO
• Transmission Loss Factor

Commencement, Term  
and Conditions  
Precedent (CPs)

Commencement and  
effectiveness of the PPA, and  
conditions to effectiveness,  
including party responsible for  
CPs

• States commencement (Execution Date)
• Clauses that become effective immediately upon signing
• CPs to effectiveness of the other provisions
• Key dates: Closing Date & Long Stop Date
• Buyer Due Diligence
• Failure to satisfy CPs

Covenants,  
Representations &  
Warranties; Additional  
Commitments

Standard representations &  
warranties, commitments to  
comply with requirements of  
NESI

• Buyer & Seller representations & warranties
• Buyer & Seller covenants
• Conduct of the Parties (anti-corruption requirements)
• Compliance with Market Rules, Grid Code and other relevant requirements

Plant & Facilities Requirements for the power  
plant and associated facilities

Compliance with PPA, applicable law and good industry practice



Drafting and negotiating PPAs [2] the key provisions (cont’d)

Content Provisions Key matters

Commissioning &  
Commercial Operations

Obligation to commision, achieve  
commercial operations and  
operate the power plant

• Standards
• Commissioning period
• Commissioning procedures
• Payment for output during commissioning period
• Commercial operations
• Delayed commissioning
• Failure to achieve COD – consequences

Capacity Available capacity & testing • Calculations
• Capacity testing
• Minimum availability
• Operating records
• Annual Reports

O&M Maintenance and outages • O&M
• Scheduling maintenance outages
• Unscheduled outages
• Notification of forced outages

Scheduling Declarations, projections  
&nominations

• Sellers’s declarations
• Dispatch projections
• Buyer nominations
• System Operator inputs under the Grid Code



Drafting and negotiating PPAs [3] the key provisions (cont’d)

Content Provisions Key matters

Metering Measurement of NEO • Main meters
• Back-up meters
• Metering Code
• Metering failure
• Daily reading
• Inspection & testing

Delivery Delivery of NEO • Delivery point
• Title & risk

Billing & Payment Billing for Available Capacity &  
NEO, and payment

• Market Operator Settlement Statements
• Seller’s Daily Settlement Statements
• Invoicing
• Payments

Prices Payments due to Seller • Capacity Payments
• Payments for NEO
• Start-up payments
• Change in Law/Change in Tax
• Refinancing (& effect on Net Debt Outstanding)



Drafting and negotiating PPAs [4] the key provisions (cont’d)

Content Provisions Key matters

Default & Early  
Termination

Early termination: causes &  
effects

• Early termination events
• Parties’ default
• Cure period
• Early termination events
• Activation of PCOA as sole remedy

Transfers and Prohibited  
Shareholders

Buyer's approval of transfers &  
prohibited shareholders

• Transfer of ownership of Seller
• Transfer of PPA
• Technically Qualified Shareholders
• Prohibited shareholders

Force Majeure (FM) FM events and risk allocation for  
various FM events

• Local Political Force Majeure Event
• Foreign Political Force Majeure Event
• Natural Force Majeure Event
• Payment During Force Majeure Event
• Prolonged Force Majeure Event
• Restoration of the Plant

Choice of Law, Dispute  
Resolution

Governing law and forum • Nigerian law
• ICC arbitration (in London)
• Disputes under related agreements



Key Points to Leave With

Fast changing industry –
structure & regulation

Not enough to know the 
law

But stay on top of the law 
and other developments

Push the boundaries – but 
in an informed manner

Conclusion

The key regulatory imperative 

for electric power markets is 

“universal service, efficiently 

supplied at minimum cost”

Chao, Oren & Wilson, 2007 
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